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Abstract 
We show that the order dimension of the complete graph on n vertices is the smallest integer 
t for which there are n antichains in the subset lattice of It - 1] that do not contain [t - 1] or 
two sets whose union is [ t -  1]. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B,V. All rights reserved 
I. Introduction and terminology 
The investigation of the order dimension of the poset of one- and k-element sub- 
sets of [n]={1 . . . . .  n}, ordered by inclusion, was initiated by Dushnik [4]. We 
denote the order dimension of this poset by dim(1,k;n).  Dushnik gives an exact for- 
mula for dim(l,  k; n) when k >1 2x/-n- 2 [4], and Trotter [9] investigated im(l,  k; n) for 
smaller values of k. In this paper we concentrate on dim(l,2; n). Spencer [8] proved 
that dim(1,2;n) ~<t when n ~<2(L~S - j),'l and Fiiredi et al. [5] showed that dim(1,2;n)~>t 
when n is at least as large as the number of antichains in the subset lattice of It - 1]. 
In [5], this number t is shown to be equal to the chromatic number of the double 
shift graph on [hi. Furthermore, Trotter [9] shows that d im(1 ,2 ;n )=4 if and only if 
5 ~<n ~< 12. We will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. dim(1,2;n) is the smallest integer t for  which there are n antichains 
in the subset lattice o f  [ t -  1] that do not contain [ t -  1] or two sets whose union is 
[t - 1]. 
In particular, this means that dim(l,  2; n) = 5 for 13 <~n ~< 81, and dim(l,  2; n) = 6 for 
82 ~<n ~< 2646. The following proposition appears in [4]. 
Proposition 1.2. dim(1,k;n) is the least t such that there exist t linear orders L1, 
L2 . . . . .  Lt o f  [n] so that for  every S E ([~]) and every x E In] - S, there is some i E [t] 
for  which x > S in Li. 
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Definition 1.3. The linear orders LI,L2 .. . . .  Lt of [n] as in the above proposition are 
said to realize the poset of one- and k-element subsets of [n]. When k = 2, we say 
that they realize Kn. 
Our interest in this problem stems from its relationship to a class of simplicial com- 
plexes called Scarf complexes. These complexes are defined and used in commutative 
algebra for constructing free resolutions of monomial ideals (see [3]). One can obtain 
a Scarf complex A from t linear orders LI,L2 .. . . .  Lt of [n] by taking A = {S C_ [n]: for 
every x in [n] there is some i E [t] for which S ~<x in Li}. It follows from a theorem 
of Schnyder [7], that the collection of faces of any 3-dimensional simplicial polytope 
minus one of its facets is a Scarf complex arising from three linear orders. Analogous 
statements are false in higher dimensions. In particular, simplicial polytopes of dimen- 
sion 4 or higher can be 2-neighborly, meaning that they have an edge between any 
pair of vertices. Agnarsson (see [1,2]) studied the number of edges in Scarf complexes 
obtained from 4 linear orders, and rediscovered Trotter's result that dim(l,2; 12)=4 
but dim(l,2; 13)= 5. This implies that there is no 2-neighborly simplicial polytope of 
dimension four with 13 vertices whose boundary (minus a facet) is a Scarf complex. 
This paper determines the largest n for which a t-dimensional 2-neighborly simplicial 
polytope with n vertices gives a Scarf complex. More algebraically, we determine the 
largest n for which there exists a monomial ideal with n minimal generators in a poly- 
nomial ring with t variables such that any pair of generators gives a minimal first 
syzygy. 
Throughout, we will denote by ~t the subset lattice of It]. The lattice of antichains 
in ~t will be denoted Nt. We will assume this contains the 'empty antichain' as well. 
We have A ~<A ~ in dt if and only if every member of A is contained in some member 
of A'. The order ideal of ~¢t consisting of antichains that do not contain [t] or two sets 
whose union is [t] is denoted J/t. 
2. The upper bound 
Throughout this section we assume that LI . . . . .  Lt are linear orders of [n] that realize 
K,. Without loss of generality we also assume that L t is the natural ordering of [n]. For 
each pair {x,y} C [n] with x<ty,  we define Sxy = { iE  [t - i ] :  x<iy}, and for each 
x E [n] we define Ax to be the collection of maximal elements of {Sxy: x<ty}. Each 
Ax is an antichain in Mt-1. The following proposition and the corollary are implicit in 
Chapter 8 of [10]. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  x <t y <t Z, then Sty is not a subset of Sy.. 
Proof. I fx<tY<tZ, then z>iy for all iEtUSy=, and x>iy for all i E [ t -  1] -Sxy. If 
also Sxy C_ Syz, then there is no i E [t] for which y>i{x,z}. This is a contradiction. [] 
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Corollary 2.2. I f  X< t y, then A~ ~ Ay in ~¢t-1. Hence if the linear orders L1 . . . . .  Lt 
of [n] realize K,, then n <~ [~¢t-11. 
The following is a simple sharpening of the above. 
Proposition 2.3. I f  x<t y, then Sxy ¢ [ t -  1]. I f  x<t y<tz,  then SxyUSxz¢[t-  1]. 
Proof. If x<ty  and Sxy: [t- 1], let z be any element of In] - {x,y}. Then there 
is no i E [t] for which x>i{y,z}. Suppose that x <t y<tz  and that S~y US~, = [t - 1]. 
This implies that there is no iE [t] for which x>i{y,z}. [] 
Corollary 2.4. I f  the linear orders Lx . . . . .  Lt of [n] realize K,, then n <~ I. 
The reader is invited to verify that 1~41 = 81, and the following example gives five 
linear orders of [81] that realize K81. 
Example 2.5. An example achieving the upper bound. 
In the table below the first five columns represent linear orders of [81]. We have 
verified by computer that these linear orders realize/£81. Note that the fifth column is 
the natural order of [81]. In the sixth column we list the antichains in J/4 so that A~ 
is in position x. Note that for each xE [n], {Ay: x<~ty} is an order ideal in ~'4, and 
that this is necessary for such an example. 
3. Attaining the upper bound 
We show in this section how to construct linear orders that realize K, when 
n = [sgt-i [. We do this by first constructing t linear orders of [[~¢t-1 ]] that satisfy the 
conclusion of Proposition 2.1, and then we remove those x for which the corresponding 
A~ contains [ t -  1] or two sets whose union is [t - 1]. We note that our construction 
is similar to Spencer's construction (see [8] or Chap. 7 of [10]). 
Let L~ be any linear extension of ~t-1. Any use of the word 'max' in this section 
will refer to L~. Given sets Ax and Ay, A~/k Ay is the symmetric difference of Ax and 
Ay, that is, (As - Ay) U (Ay - Ax). For distinct antichains Ax and Ay in dr_  1, we define 
Ay <L~,Ax if and only if max(AxAAy)EAx. First we show that L.4 is a linear order 
on dt - l  by showing that L.~l is transitive. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Ax,Ay, and A. are distinct elements of dr- l ,  and that 
Az<ruAy and Ay<L~IAx. Let a=max(A~AAy), fl=max(Ay/~A.), and 7= 
max(Ax/kA.). Then 7E {~,fl}. 
Proof. First note that ~ E Ax -Ay and that fl E/Iv -A , .  Suppose that a E Ax M Az. This 
implies that fl E Ax MAy. If now 7 E Az - Ax, then either 7 E Az -Ay or 7 E Az M Ay. In the 
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first case y >/3 in L~, which is a contradiction. In the second case we get/3 > ~ > 7 >/3 
in L~, again a contradiction. So 7 E Ax and hence 7 =/3. 
Next suppose that c~EAx-  Az. If 7 E AyMAz, we get an immediate contradiction. 
Similarly we also get a contradiction if 7 E Az -Av and/3 E Ax M dy. If we have 7 E Az - 
Ay and 13 E Ay - Ax, then in L~ we have 7 > ~ >/3 > 7, again a contradiction. Therefore 
7EAx and hence 7=~.  [] 
2 1 1 1 1 {2,3,4} 41 22 39 7 42 {1,4},{2,4} 
3 3 2 2 2 {1,3,4} 42 23 38 6 43 {1},{2,4} 
4 4 4 3 3 {1,2,4} 43 20 8 12 44 {2,4} 
81 81 81 81 4 {1,2,3} 44 21 9 13 45 {1,2),{1,4} 
79 62 78 75 5 {1,4},{2,4},{3,4} 24 27 11 10 46 {1,2},{4} 
80 60 76 73 6 {1),{2,3},{2,4},{3,4} 25 26 10 11 47 {1,4},{2} 
76 61 77 74 7 {1},{2,4),{3,4} 26 25 13 9 48 {1},{2},{4} 
77 54 80 67 8 {1,3},{2,3},{3,4} 27 24 12 8 49 {2},{4} 
78 51 79 64 9 {1},{2,3},{3,4} 28 31 6 18 50 {1,2},{1,3},{2,3} 
73 50 67 63 10 {1,3},{1,4},{2},{3,4} 29 30 7 19 51 {1,2},{2,3} 
74 53 65 66 11 {1,4},{2},{3,4} 30 29 5 16 52 {1,3},{2,3} 
75 52 66 65 12 {1,3},{2},{3,4} 31 28 21 17 53 {1},{2,3} 
68 59 63 72 13 {1},{2},{3,4} 20 6 20 29 54 {2,3} 
69 56 64 69 14 {1,2},{2,3},{2,4} 21 7 23 28 55 {1,2},{1,3} 
70 55 72 68 15 {1),{2,3},{2,4} 22 5 22 31 56 {1,2},{3} 
71 58 70 71 16 {1,2},{1,4},{2,4},{3} 23 9 15 30 57 {1,3),{2} 
72 57 71 70 17 {1,2},{2,4},{3} 16 8 14 25 58 {1},{2},{3} 
63 44 68 80 18 {1,4},{2,4},{3} 17 13 30 24 59 {2},{3} 
64 41 69 79 19 {1),{3},{2,4) 18 12 31 27 60 {1,2} 
65 40 75 78 20 {1,2},{1,3},{2,3},{4} 19 11 28 26 61 {1},{2} 
66 43 74 77 21 {1,3},{2,3},{4} 14 10 29 15 62 {2} 
67 42 73 76 22 {1,2},{2,3},{4} 15 80 26 14 63 {1,3},{1,4),{3,4} 
60 49 54 44 23 {1},{2,3},{4} 10 79 27 23 64 {1,4},{3,4) 
61 46 52 42 24 {1,2},{1,3},{1,4} 11 78 24 22 65 {1,3},{3,4} 
62 45 53 43 25 {1,2},{1,4},{3} 12 77 25 21 66 {1},{3,4} 
55 48 50 40 26 {1,2},{1,3},{4} 13 76 19 20 67 {3,4} 
56 47 51 41 27 {1,2},{3},{4} 8 75 18 62 68 {1,3},{1,4} 
57 36 59 49 28 {1,3},{1,4},{2} 9 74 17 61 69 {1,4},{3} 
58 37 57 47 29 {1,4},{2},{3} 5 73 16 60 70 {1,3},{4} 
59 38 58 48 30 {1,3},{2},{4} 7 72 49 59 71 {1},{3},{4} 
50 39 55 45 31 {1},{2},{3},{4} 6 71 48 58 72 {3},{4} 
51 32 56 46 32 {2,3},{2,4},{3,4} 39 70 47 57 73 {1,4} 
52 33 62 34 33 {2,3},{3,4} 38 69 46 56 74 {1},{4} 
53 34 61 35 34 {2,4},{3,4} 37 68 45 55 75 {4} 
54 35 60 32 35 {3,4},{2} 36 67 44 54 76 {1,3} 
45 14 33 33 36 {2,3},{2,4) 35 66 43 53 77 {1},{3} 
46 15 32 38 37 {2,3},{4} 34 65 42 52 78 {3} 
47 17 35 39 38 {2,4},{3} 33 64 41 51 79 {1} 
48 16 34 36 39 {2},{3},{4} 32 63 40 50 80 {0} 
49 19 37 37 40 {1,2},{1,4},{2,4} 1 2 3 4 81 0 
40 18 36 5 41 {1,2},{2,4} 
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Corollary 3.2. L~ & a linear extension of ~¢t-1. 
Proof. Suppose A, <Lo/Av and Ay < L~,Ax as in Lemma 3.1. We need to show that 
7 E Ax so that A~ < L,, A~. Clearly 7 E Ax if 7 = c~. On the other hand, we see from the 
preceding proof that 7---fl only when fl E Ax MAy. Therefore L~ is a linear order. It is 
clearly also an extension of  ~¢t-1. [] 
Now we are ready to construct our t linear orders of  1]. As before, let Lt be 
the natural order of  [l~¢t_l I]. Assign to each x E [ Idt_l  I] an antichain Ax according to 
the rule x<ty  if and only if Av <L,jAx. 
Lemma 3.3. For i E [ t -  1] and x, yE  [lAt_ll] with x <t y, let Li be defined as x <i y 
if and only i f  i E max(A~/~ Av). Then each Li is a linear order. 
Proof. It is enough to show that each Li is transitive. Suppose that x <t y <tz, and 
define 5, fl, and 7 as in Lemma 3.1. There are six cases, depending on how x, y, and 
z are ordered in Li. 
1. I fx< iy  and y<iz ,  then iE5  and iEfl, so by Lemma 3.1, iE7,  implying x<iz .  
2. I f  z < i Y and y < i X, then i ~ 5 and i ~ fl, so i ~ 7 and z < i x. 
3. I f  y < i x and x < i z, then i ~ 5 and i E 7. Then 7 cannot be 5 and must therefore be 
ft. This means that i E fl and hence y <iz. 
4. I f  z<ix  and x<iy ,  then i~7 and iE5.  Now 7 cannot be 5 and is therefore ft. 
Thus i ~ fl and z < i y. 
5. I f  x < i z and z < i Y, then i E 7 and i ~ ft. Here 7 cannot be fl and is then 5. Therefore 
i E 5, implying x<iy.  
6. I f  y < i z and z < i x, then i E fl and i ~ 7- Thus 7 must be 5, implying that i ~ 5, so 
y<i  x. [] 
Next we show that these linear orders satisfy Proposition 2.1. 
Proposition 3.4. Let the Li for i E [t] be defined as above, and let x < t Y < t z. Then 
Sxy is not a subset of Sy~. 
Proof. The definition of  the Li above implies that Sxy = 5 C Ax and that Sy~ = fl EAv. 
If Syz EAv - Ax, then Sxy is not a subset of  Sy, because Sxy > Syz in L,s and L~s is a 
linear extension of  Mr-i. I f  on the other hand, Sy~ E Ax NAy, then Sxy is not a subset 
of  Sy, because Ax is an antichain. [] 
Note that in Section 2 we defined the antichains Ax's using the sets Sxy'S. Here 
we start with the antichains first, but the linear order we define on them guaran- 
tees that every element of  Ax is an element of  {Sxy: x<t  y}. The next proposition is 
obvious. 
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Proposition 3.5. Let Li for i E [t] be defined as above, and let x <tY  <t z. Then 
{x,y}<tz,  {x ,z}<iy  for all iESxyM([ t -  1] -  Sy~), and {y ,z}<ix  for all iE 
[t - 1 ] - (S~y U S~). 
Now for all i E [t] we define L~ to be the restriction of Li to M = {x: Ax E Jit-1 }. 
' -  • M},  For each x E M we also define A x -{Sxy. x <tY, Y E 
Proposition 3.6. The orders L~I,Lt2 .... ,L; realize the complete graph on [~'t-l[ 
vertices. 
Proof. We have Ax<~Ax in ~t-- l ,  for all xEM.  The poset sgt-1 is an order ideal in 
At- 1, so W x E sg,_ 1 for all x E M. Furthermore, if x, y, z E M, and x < t Y < t z, then we 
still know that S~y is not a subset of Syz showing that A~Ay for x~y.  It follows 
from Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 1.2 that Lt1,L~2,... ,L~ realize the complete graph 
on I J g,_ 1 [ vertices. [] 
Now combining Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 3.6 we get the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
One would expect hat the numbers [J/t[ would be approximately as hard to com- 
pute as the numbers I~l ,  which are known through t=8 (see [13]). We know that 
[d/3[=12, [~/4[=81, and [Jg5[=2646, whereas 1~¢3[=20, 1~¢4I=168, and [d51-- 
7581. We computed these by using a straight-forward MAPLE code which enumer- 
ates the elements in dt and sgt. Geoff McKenna (private communication) calculated 
that [sg6[ = 1,422,564. An interesting asymptotic upper bound for [dt[ is given in 
( ( 
[6], namely t The empirical evidence seems to indicate that 
I~1 ~ >2(Lij) 
Subsequent to performing the above computations, we learned that the numbers 
obtained satisfy I~'/-11 = 12(01, where 2(t) is the superextension f a free t-element 
space (see [11,12].) The elements of 2(t) are the maximal intersecting families of 
subsets of [t]. The following gives a bijection from sgt_t to 2(t). For A E J//t-1, let 
be obtained by replacing each element of A by its complement in [ t -  1]. Then 
let f (A )={SC[ t -  1]:T_CS for some TEA}U{SC_[t]: tES  and SAT~O for all 
TEN}. The inverse of f is given on p. 36 of [12]. The book [11] refers to an 
unpublished 1980 preprint of C.F. Mills and W.H. Mills in which 12(8)1--1~71 = 
229, 809, 982,112 is computed. 
If it is possible to realize the complete graph on n vertices with t linear orders, then 
it appears that there are many ways to do so. Note that the construction of the last 
section gives one the freedom to choose any linear extension of ~t- l .  However, the 
linear extension of J / t - i  in Example 2.5 does not come from the above construction. 
It would be interesting to characterize the extensions of ~'t-1 that can be obtained 
from realizers of the complete graph. 
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